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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of real-world applications are using graph-structured datasets, imposing challenges to existing machine learning algorithms. Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [2] are deep learning models, specifically designed to operate on graphs. One of the most tedious steps in training GCNs is the choice of the hyperparameters, especially since they exhibit unique properties compared to other neural models. Not only machine learning beginners, but also experienced practitioners often have difficulties to properly tune their models. We hypothesize that having a tool that visualizes the effect of hyperparameters choice on the performance can accelerate the model development and improve the understanding of these black-box models. Additionally, observing clusters of certain nodes helps to empirically understand how a given prediction was made due to the feature propagation step of GCNs. Therefore, this demo introduces GCNIllustrator - a web-based visual analytics tool for illustrating the effect of hyperparameters on the predictions in a citations graph.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many learning tasks benefit from the usage of datasets defined as graphs, since they encompass richer relational information compared to plain image or text. For instance, in recommendation engines graph-based systems can exploit the similarity between users and products profiles to make better recommendations. Social networks are a similar example which model the interaction between individuals or group of users. In publishing, citation networks are defined as graphs where papers are categorized based on similarity relationships between the scientific publications [6].

The analysis of such graphs is focused on tasks such as node classification, link prediction, clustering, etc. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are neural models designed to operate on graphs directly [6]. In the past years, many variants of the GNNs have been proposed, aiming to generalize well-established models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), to graph data. A state-of-the-art performance was achieved by Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [2],
which generalized the convolutional operation from grid data, such as 2D images, to graph structures.

Naturally, GNNs and its variants come with a unique set of hyperparameters compared to other neural models. For instance, GCNs have the ability to utilize graph edge weights during convolutional operations, which can highly impact the performance. Furthermore, GCNs have access to graph-specific preprocessing such as Graph Diffusion Convolution [3], which amplifies strong neighborhoods through means of signal diffusion in a given graph, potentially boosting accuracy. Having some of these specific hyperparameters and preprocessing modules is imperative to GCN performance. However, this comes at the cost of raising the entrance barrier due to the required technical knowledge in addition to the challenging hyperparameter tuning. Additionally, the feature propagation of GCNs through mean-pooling of the neighbourhood nodes, can be made more understandable through empirical analysis of visualized node clusters.

Having this in mind, this paper introduces GCNIllustrator, a web-based visual analytics tool which visualizes a citation graph and performs classification of scientific publications into seven categories by using user-controlled hyperparameters. GCNIllustrator is built to be a generic tool and it can be used with any graph-structured dataset. This tool targets machine learning engineers, data scientists, researchers, and anyone who wants to understand how hyperparameters affect GCN models in a visual and intuitive way, without worrying about CUDA compatibility and dependency issues.

2 GCN ILLUSTRATOR

The primary focus of GCNIllustrator is to let the user interactively explore different hyperparameters in GCNs, by retraining the model and observing the changes in the citation graph. Furthermore, the user can analyze how each paper was classified by hovering over the nodes, which displays the available metadata. Also, it can perform comparison to the baseline GCN [2], which yields a different view showing which nodes are correctly classified or misclassified by the configured model.

2.1 Dataset

The dataset used for this demo is the Cora citation dataset [4]. It contains 2708 nodes, denoting scientific publications, connected by 5429 edges denoting outgoing citations. Each sample belongs to one of seven categories of scientific publications, and are accompanied by 1433 one-hot encoded features for the absence or presence of certain words.

2.2 Training view

The first view of GCNIllustrator shows an interactive citation graph with the predictions of the baseline model, clustered into seven regions, as shown in Figure 1. The objective is to obtain more accurate predictions by using the input controls on the right menu and invoking the train feature which is essentially retraining the model in real-time with the new configuration. The graph can be further explored by using pinching gestures to zoom in or out and to navigate the graph. Also, hovering over a node displays the metadata in the left info card.

Figure 2: GCNIllustrator comparison mode. Part A shows invoking of the compare feature; B shows the result citations graph with the corresponding new legend.

Visualizing a graph with a huge number of nodes is challenging and it often requires clutter reduction techniques. For this demo, we used force-directed approach [1, 5], which assigns forces among the set of edges and nodes, resulting in nodes from the same class being pulled together while nodes from different classes are pushed away. This approach allows generating an intuitive layout based solely on the provided list of nodes and edges. Also, it results in more symmetry and minimization of edge crossings, leading to a more aesthetic design. Each node has a different size, which denotes the confidence of the node classification, meaning that larger nodes are classified with a higher confidence.

2.3 Comparison view

The second view of GCNIllustrator, shown in Figure 2, is the comparison of the configured model and an optimized baseline GCN with hyperparameters copied from [2]. It displays the same graph, but with a different legend which distinguishes three types of nodes: grey when both the configured model and the baseline have the same predictions (both correct or wrong), green when the configured model is correct and the baseline is wrong and finally red when the configured model is wrong and the baseline is correct. This color scheme emphasizes the nodes that are more challenging to be correctly classified and are usually missed by the configured models. By exploring the comparison view, the user can gain deeper insights in particular nodes such as outliers.

3 CONCLUSION

GCNIllustrator is a web-based visual analytics tool which aims to illustrate the effect of hyperparameters on GCNs performance, through an interactive visualization of a citation graph. It offers two major features, namely training a model with user-controlled hyperparameters and comparing it to a well-established baseline model.
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